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【Outline of survey】
Recently, bottom‑up approaches for constructing ordered nanoscale structures in
organic molecular assemblies have been of interest and various techniques for
preparation of organic ultrathin films have been studied. Organic thin films are
attractive materials for their processability, ease of functionalization, their light
weight, flexibility, and so on. We have tried to prepare various polymer thin films
applicable to electronic, photonic devices with Langmuir‑Blodgett technique. It is
found that N‑alkylacrylamide polymer forms a two‑dimensional net‑work on the water
surface and gives a condensed polymer monolayer. We are able to build‑up the monolayer
on a solid support and then obtain a polymer nano‑sheet with nm‑scale thickness and
highly molecular orientation.
Moreover, various functional groups have been
incorporated into the polymer sheets and soft nano‑devices based on their integrated
assemblies have also been developed. In this work, we would like to prepare and develop
the polymer nano‑devices using these polymer nano‑sheet assemblies and hybrid nano
materials assemblies.
【Expected results】
Bottom‑up nanotechnology with soft‑materials is now immature, compared with top‑down
nanotechnology based on semiconductors. Tailor‑made organization and integration of
polymeric and organic materials are expected as a future technology. We have employed
Langmuir‑Blodgett method as an organization technology. Through our work on various
functional polymer nano‑sheet assemblies, a new type of fundamental technology based on
polymer thin films and on the fabrication of soft nano‑devices are expected.
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